POLAND IN BRIEF

• 9th largest country in Europe
• Population ∼38 m
• Biggest cities: Warsaw (∼2 m), Cracow
(∼800,000), Wroclaw (∼650,000), Poznan
(∼550,000), Gdansk (∼500,000)
• Most frequently visited tourist
destinations: Warsaw, Cracow and entire
Małopolska region
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MUSEUM SECTOR IN BRIEF
(data based on 2017 National Statistics Office Report on Culture)

858 museums in Poland with a statute or rules approved
by the Minister of Culture and National Heritage
371 museums from public sector including:
•21 state museums;
•323 regional or municipal museums;
•27 co-governed museums:
• 13 listed in regional register of museums by local
or municipal government unit;
• 14 listed in The State Register of Museums of the
Minister of Culture and National Heritage;

487 museums from private sector including:
•312 private museums of private persons;
•162 private museums of private
institutions/organisations;
•12 church museums

133 museums from above list are registered by the
Minister of Culture and National Heritage in State Regster
of Museums.

MUSEUM SECTOR IN BRIEF
(data based on 2018 National Statistics Office Report on Culture)

• Visitors: 38.1 m
• Attendance at ’Night of Museums’ event: 866,000
visitors
• 28% of all visitors were part of group visits – more
than 52% of these were schools
• 2.5 museums per 100,000 inhabitants

10 MOST FREQUENTLY VISITED MUSEUMS IN POLAND
(2017)
(based on data from National Statistics Office - GUS)

1. Museum of King Jan III’s Palace in Wilanów / Warsaw (3,279,889*)
2. Royal Łazienki Museum in Warsaw (3,000,0000*)

3. Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum (2,100,000)
4. Wieliczka Salt Mine (1,710,692)
5. Wawel Royal Castle (1,595,665)
6. Historical Museum of Cracow (1,329,951)
7. National Museum in Cracow (1,268,080)

8. Museum of the History of Polish Jews / Warsaw (731,420)
9. National Museum in Warsaw (666,032)
10. Malbork Castle Museum (662,349)

* including park visitors

THE WARSAW RISING MUSEUM

MUSEUM OF THE HISTORY OF POLISH JEWS POLIN
IN WARSAW

SILESIAN MUSEUM IN KATOWICE

MUSEUM OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR IN GDAŃSK

NIMOZ IS A STATE AGENCY, ESTABLISHED IN 2011
BY THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE
AND NATIONAL HERITAGE OF POLAND
We are responsible for creating and implementing national policy for museums and assisting
them in their development.

Our mission is:
• to research legal solutions for museums and movable heritage
• to support museums in all aspects of their activity

• to develop an integrated database on museums and collections
• to gather and disseminate knowledge

NATIONAL ALLIANCES OF NIMOZ
•
•












museums, museum circles and all kinds of institutions and social groups
museologists organisations
Forum of Polish Museums
Polish Association of Museum Professionals
The Polish National Committee of ICOM
Association of Polish Open Air Museums
Polish Registrars Group
Association of University Museums
ARS SACRA Church Museums and Treasuries Association
Association of Polish Private Museums
Forum of Museum Educators
Engineering Art Museums Association
many non-governmental institutions and organizations

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS POLICY
Objectives:

1. To develop the capacity of Poland’s museum sector through exchange of know-how at an
international level and through the use of the latest organisational and legislative
solutions concerning museums and their role in today’s world.
2. To contribute to the strong presence of Central European states in European and global
discussions on the role of museums and trends in their development, through the active
involvement of the National Institute for Museums and Public Collections in research and
expertise projects.
3. To promote Poland as an important European state with a rich and diverse cultural
heritage.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS POLICY
We maintain international cooperation with:

•
•
•
•
•

The Network of European Museum Organizations
The Network of Design and Digital Heritage
The European Group on Museum Statistics
The European Museum Academy
The European Museum Forum at the Council of Europe

STRATEGY FOR MUSEUM DEVELOPMENT
We started our strategic work by examining the
existing situation and perspectives in the
museum sector. Now we carry out our strategic
work via periodical reports on all specialised
fields of museum activity and by taking part (at
the behest of the Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage) in legislative proceedings.

NIMOZ PROGRAMME BULLETIN
•
•

Summarised overview of programme work progress
Participants: representatives of all museum circles, specialists in various areas, scientists,
representatives of public administration

FIRST CONGRESS OF POLISH MUSEOLOGISTS
IN ŁÓDŹ, 23-25 APRIL 2015
•
•
•

1,200 participants
a multitude of presentations, dialogues and panel discussions
the Congress’s mission:
- to diagnose the situation of Polish museums and their system
- to identify factors that hinder or prevent museums from effectively carrying out their
social mission
- to emphasise the role of museums in building modern civil society
- to demonstrate that museologists understand the contemporary world and always
seek modern applications for their activities
- to propose legislative and programme recommendations

CYCLICAL CONFERENCES CO-ORGANIZED BY NIMOZ
(selected examples)

•

The Museum – Forms and Means of Presentation, organised every two years together
with the Leon Wyczółkowski Regional Museum in Bydgoszcz

•

Protection of Open-Air Museums. Forms and Means of Presentation, together with the
Museum of the Mazovian Countryside in Sierpc

•

Museum and Territorial Self-Government, together with the National Museum in Poznan,
the National Museum of Agriculture and Food Industry in Szreniawa

•

The International Conservation Conference in a cycle titled Problems Connected with
Keeping and Conservation of Collections in Museums, together with the National Museum
of Agriculture and Food Industry in Szreniawa

TRAINING COURSES FOR MUSEUM STAFF
• more than 900 participants per year

• for all museum professionals
• free of charge
• in cooperation with universities, nongovernmental organizations, foreign partners
• lecturers are specialists in various fields:
exhibition curators, conservators, lawyers,
experts in museum education, digitisation and
promotion

TRAINING COURSES FOR MUSEUM STAFF
(selected examples)

• Hosting visitors with disabilities
• SPECTRUM 4.0 – the basics of collections
management
• Organising exhibitions in the museum

• Education in the museum
• Audio-description in the museum
• The principles of filing applications for
programmes of the Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage
• The basics of the exhibit digitisation process
• Creating digital reproductions of museum
exhibits
• Conservation in museums

• Climate management in museums

PUBLICATIONS – WORKSHOP PUBLISHING SERIES
Training Courses of the National Institute for Museums and Public Collections:

tutorials and materials prepared in the form of handbooks (e.g.):
- ABC – Organising Temporary Exhibitions in Museums
- ABC – Disabled Visitors in the Museum
- ABC – Museum Collections Management

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
NIMOZ takes part as an expert institution in procedures overseen by the Ministry of Culture
and National Heritage, e.g.:

•
•

Procedure for the approval of statutes of museums funded by local governments or
regulations of so-called “private museums”.
Procedures of granting immunity from seizure to the movable property of historical,
artistic or scientific value loaned from abroad for a temporary exhibition to be held in the
Republic of Poland.

AUDIENCE RESEARCH PROJECT
•
•

•
•
•

A scientific and educational project led by NIMOZ since 2017.
A different research subject each year:
2017 – Pilotage
2018 – The social role of museums
2019 – Seniors in the museum
Tools and methods: online survey, individual in depth interview, focus group
Online report published after each year’s research
Training courses and handbooks for museum staff

INFORMATION AND STATISTICS ON MUSEUMS IN POLAND
The aim of our Museum Statistics project is to examine the current state of the Polish
museum sector:
• legal status

• form of organisation, size, structure
• scope of activities

We cooperate with museums, the Central Statistical Office of Poland and the European Group
on Museum Statistics (EGMUS). NIMOZ is a member of EGMUS – an expert group dealing
with European museum statistics.

MUSEUMS IN POLAND – DATA BASES
The website www.nimoz.pl includes the following databases (e.g.):
•

Contact information for all museums in Poland

•

Legal acts on museums and protection of collections

•

Museum conservators and conservation facilities at museums

•

Universities with faculties offering museum-related studies

•

Companies which design, install and maintain electronic security systems in museums

•

Online collection catalogues

PUBLICATIONS – MUSEUM STATISTICS SERIES
•
•
•

Museums in Poland. Reports based on data from the Museum Statistics Project (20132015)
Museums in 2016
Museums in 2017

Also available online:
https://nimoz.pl/dzialalnosc/wydawnictwa/wydawnictwa-obcojezyczne

SUPPORTING DIGITISATION OF MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
• We had been operating as a Centre of Excellence for
Digitisation in Museums within the framework of the
long-term government programme Kultura+
• We promote the use of digital technologies in
museums, organise training courses and coordinate
work on transferring analogue data on museum
collections to digital format
• We cooperate with the Getty Research Institute
(USA), ICONCLASS (NL) and Collections Trust (UK)

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO DIGITISATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guiding principles for working with digital cultural heritage
Re-use of public sector information in museum activities in relation to the Re-use Act
Digital Photography in Museum Documentation
Digital Reproductions of Museum Objects
Technical Parameters, Model Solutions, Metadata, Issues of Controlled Vocabularies
Recommendations Concerning Planning and Realisation of Digitisation Projects in Museums

Also available online:
https://nimoz.pl/dzialalnosc/wydawnictwa/zarzadzanie-zbiorami-publikacje

MUSEUM SECURITY AND COLLECTIONS SAFEGUARDING
The Institute defines and monitors the quality of security
standards for museum collections.
• We define and monitor the quality and security of museum
buildings, listed churches and libraries by developing expert
opinions and professional recommendations
• We coordinate the transport of museum objects
• We ensure that protection standards are enforced when
works of art from Polish collections are loaned abroad
• Implementing a “prevention-oriented” approach as the
best means to ensure security for cultural property, we
foster broad public awareness by issuing specialised books
and brochures; regularly provide training courses and
tailor-made educational modules; and make “on-site” visits
aimed at assessing the collections safeguarding status quo
against the required security criteria

GRANT SCHEMES FOR MUSEUMS
The Institute has been appointed by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage to manage
the following grant schemes:

• Support for museum activities (providing opportunities to obtain support for the
organisation of exhibitions, conservation of collections, publishing of exhibition catalogues
and purchase of conservation equipment)
• Museum Collections (the goal of which is to support the growth of museum collections)

CENTRAL STORAGE FACILITY FOR MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
The topic of museum storage areas has arisen as one of the priority tasks of the Ministry of
Culture and National Heritage, which in 2016 commissioned the National Institute for
Museums and Public Collections to provide appropriate reports, analyses, and concepts, and
in 2018 formally assigned the Construction of the Central Storage Facility for Museum
Collections Project (CMZM) to NIMOZ. The assumption has been made that CMZM will be a
pilot and model solution that can be followed by subsequent storage facilities for museums in
Poland’s other regions.

PUBLICATIONS – THE MAIN PUBLISHING SERIES
The Library of the National Institute for Museums and Public Collections
– books of a scientific and didactic character

“MUSEOLOGY” (annual)
•
•
•
•

documents and promotes more than 200 years of Polish culture
focuses on current problems in global museology
since 2013 it has been published under the scientific publication standards defined by the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education
website: www.muzealnictworocznik.com

CENNE, BEZCENNE/UTRACONE
(Valuable, Priceless/Lost)
•
•
•
•

published since 1997
the periodical focuses on the search for lost cultural property and the safety of all kinds
of collections
the periodical has aided in the recovery of many works of art
available on the website www.cennebezcenne.pl

INFORMATION AND PROMOTION – VISIBLE MUSEUM
•

review organized since 2013, until 2017 in
cooperation with the Applied Graphic Artists
Association

•

visual identification for museums

•

marketing campaigns

•

graphic design for museum website

•

almost 200 applications submitted by museums
from Poland in 2017

•

next edition planned for autumn 2019

•

website: www.muzeumwidzialne.pl

SYBILLA
MUSEUM EVENT OF THE YEAR
An important promotional tool celebrating the achievements of the Polish museum sector is
the SYBILLA annual museum awards scheme.
• 40 years of existence (since 1980)
• since 2011, run by NIMOZ (under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture and National
Heritage)
• website: www.konkursSybilla.nimoz.pl

INFORMATION AND PROMOTION – WEBSITES
•

the Institute’s main website containing a detailed description of our activity:

www.nimoz.pl, English version: www.nimoz.pl/eng
•

www.muzealnictwo.com – a blog site covering a wide range of museum issues, content
from several dozen authors from all over Poland

•

www.statystykamuzeow.nimoz.pl – a database offering comprehensive and systematic
information on the state of the Polish museum sector

•

www.salonksiazkimuzealnej.pl – web-based Museum Book Salon with books, periodicals
and multi-media publications

•

www.historiaposzukaj.pl – a website aimed at popularising Polish history by showcasing

museum artefacts

Thank you for your attention
Piotr Majewski
pmajewski@nimoz.pl
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